
Harmoniity up to rearrangement and isothermal gasdynamisYann BrenierAbstrat. The onept of harmoni (or wave) maps up to rearrangement isintrodued. A relation is established with the smooth solutions of the isother-mal irrotational invisid gas dynamis equations.On introduit la notion d'appliation harmonique �a r�earrangement pr�es. On�etablit un lien ave les solutions r�eguli�eres des �equations d�erivant la dy-namique isotherme des gaz sans visosit�e ni tourbillon.
1. Review of some lassial onepts1.1. Harmoni (or wave) maps. Let S > 0, T > 0, U =℄0; T [�℄0; S[ andD = Td = (R=Z)d the at torus. A map (t; s) 2 U ! X(t; s) 2 D is usually alleda harmoni map (resp. a wave map) if it is a ritial point of the funtionalZU 12(�j�tX(t; s)j2 + j�sX(t; s)j2)dtds;(1.1)where � = 1 (resp. � = �1), with respet to perturbations with ompat supportin U . (Here j:j denotes the Eulidean norm on Rd.) This means that X solves thehomogeneous Laplae (resp. wave) equation��ttX + �ssX = 0:(1.2)In the harmoni ase � = 1, a map X is alled minimizing harmoni if it minimizes(1.1) as its value X j�U along the boundary is �xed.Remark. A natural lass for the \target" D of a harmoni (or wave) map isthe lass of general Riemannian manifolds. The ase D = Td is fairly trivial butsuÆient for our disussion. Compat Riemmanian manifolds without boundaryould also be onsidered. However, ompat manifolds with boundaries or nonompat manifolds, in partiular the Eulidean spae Rd, would ause diÆulties.1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. Primary 58E20 58E30 76N ; Seondary 35J 35Q35.Key words and phrases. Harmoniity, gas dynamis, rearrangement, vibrating strings.Work partly supported by the austrian projet START (FWF-TEC-Y-137).1



2 YANN BRENIER1.2. Laws, rearrangements, Moser's lemma. Let (A; da) be a probabilityspae (typially A = [0; 1℄ or A = Td equipped with the Lebesgue measure da).For a measurable funtion a 2 A! X(a) 2 D, we de�ne the \law" of X to be�(x) = ZA Æ(x�X(a))da;(1.3)whih is a probability measure on D, more preisely de�ned byZD h(x)d�(x) = ZA h(X(a))da;(1.4)for all h 2 C(D). (An usual denomination for � is \push-forward" of da by X .) Wenow say that two suh measurable funtionsX and Y are equal up to rearrangementif they have the same law, namelyZA Æ(x� Y (a))da = ZA Æ(x�X(a))da:(1.5)Let us quote a very useful result, due to Moser and later improved by Daorognaand Moser [DM℄, at least in the speial ase A = TdLemma 1.1. Let A = D = Td. Let �(x) > 0 be a smooth funtion of x 2 Dwith mean 1. Then there is a smooth orientation preserving di�eomorphism X fromA to D suh that �(x)dx is the law of X. In addition, as � depends smoothly onsome parameter s 2 [0; 1℄, we may �nd X that also depends smoothly on s.An elementary proof is provided in setion 8.81.3. Isothermal irrotational gas dynamis. The evolution of an invisidgas moving in the Eulidean spae Rd (physially d = 1; 2; 3) is desribed by adensity �eld �(s; x) > 0, a pressure �eld p(s; x) > 0, a temperature �eld �(s; x) > 0,and a veloity �eld u(t; x), valued in Rd, where s stands for the time variable andx for the spae variable. These �elds are subjet to the following equations (wherewe use notations r for (�x1 ; ::::; �xd) and : for the Eulidean inner produt in Rd)�s�+r:(�u) = 0;(1.6)whih expresses the onservation of mass, and is usually alled \the ontinuityequation", �su+ (u:r)u+ rp� = 0;(1.7)whih is equivalent to the onservation of momentum. The evolution is alledisothermal if the temperature �eld is a onstant �(s; x) = � > 0 and the pressureis given by p = ���;(1.8)for some onstant � > 0. Introduing� =p�� log �;(1.9)these equations an be written as a symmetri �rst-order hyperboli system in spaetime variables (x; s) �s�+ u:r�+p��r:u = 0;(1.10) �su+ (u:r)u+p��r� = 0;(1.11)



HARMONICITY UP TO REARRANGEMENT AND ISOTHERMAL GAS DYNAMICS 3for whih existene and uniqueness of smooth solutions, for smooth initial data andshort time intervals, are standard results (see [Si℄ for instane). Potential veloity�elds of form u = r�;(1.12)with (salar) potentials �(s; x) are preserved during the evolution, as long as theystay smooth. Then, the ontinuity equation beomes�s�+r:(�r�) = 0(1.13)and the momentum equation an be integrated out, whih leads (up to an irrelevantonstant) to : �s�+ 12 jr�j2 + �� log � = 0:(1.14)Then, equations (1.13), (1.14), from a self-onsistent system of evolution PDEs in� and �, desribing isothermal irrotational invisid gas dynamis.Remark on the Ation priniple. At a formal level, equations (1.13), (1.14) anbe easily derived by varying the AtionZ ( jEj22� � ��� log �)dsdx;(1.15)with respet to �(s; x) > 0, E(s; x) 2 Rd, subjet to�s�+r:E = 0:(1.16)Indeed, �(s; x) is introdued as a Lagrange multiplier for onstraint (1.16). Byvarying the assoiated LagrangianZ ( jEj22� � ��� log �� �s���r�:E)dsdx;with respet to (�;E; �), we get E = �r� and (1.14). Of ourse, as usual forhyperboli equations, the Ation priniple does not orrespond to a minimizationproblem. Notie that, in the unphysial ase � = �1, Ation (1.15) beomes aonvex funtional of (�;E). Then, the orresponding hange of sign for log � inequation (1.14) transforms system (1.13), (1.14) into an ellipti system in spaetime variables (x; s).2. Harmoni or wave maps up to rearrangementLet us now ombine the onepts of harmoni (or wave) maps and rearrange-ments.Definition 2.1. We say that(t; x; a) 2 U �A! X(t; s; a) 2 D;is a harmoni map (resp. a wave map) up to rearrangement, in short a HMUR(resp. a WMUR), if it is a ritial point ofJ(X) = infY ZU�A 12(�j�tX(t; s; a)j2 + j�sY (t; s; a)j2)dtdsda;(2.1)



4 YANN BRENIERwith respet to perturbations with ompat support in U , where the in�mum is per-formed over all possible rearrangement Y of X with respet to a 2 A, i.e. for allfuntions Y suh thatZA h(Y (t; s; a))da = ZA h(X(t; s; a))da;(2.2)holds true for all h 2 C(D), (t; s) 2 U . We all J(X) the Dirihlet integral of X\up to rearrangement" (even in the ase � = �1, for simpliity).Our main goal is to show that the equations governing the HUR maps arerelated to Fluid Mehanis, and more spei�ally to the equations of isothermalirrotational invisid gas. In order to establish this link, it is useful to introdue the\phase"density f(t; s; x; �) � 0 assoiated to a given map X(t; s; a) and de�ned byf(t; s; x; �) = Z Æ(x �X(t; s; a))Æ(� � �tX(t; s; a))da;(2.3)for (t; s; x; �) 2 U �D �Rd.Definition 2.2. We say that X(t; s; a) is a homogeneous map if the phasedensity f de�ned by (2.3) is t independent and fatorizedf(s; x; �) = �(s; x)G(�);(2.4)where G > 0 is a smooth radially symmetri probability density on Rd and � > 0 aprobablity density on [0; S℄�D.One of our main result (Theorem 5.1) will show a preise orrespondene be-tween smooth solutions of isothermal irrotational invisid gas dynamis equationsand smooth HUR maps whih are homogeneous in the sense of De�nition 2.2. Inaddition, it will be shown that for most of suh maps, the density G must be aentered Gaussian law with uniform temperature � > 0, namelyG(�) = (2��)�d=2 exp(�j�j22� ):(2.5)A model of olletively vibrating strings. The original motivation of theonept of harmoni and wave maps up to rearrangement was the following (arti�-ial, up to our knowledge) mehanial model of vibrating strings, whih orrespondsto the ase � = �1. Let us onsider a olletion of vibrating strings parameterizedby s 2 [0; S℄! X(t; s; a)and labelled by a 2 A. The kineti energy of eah vibrating string is evaluatedindividually Z S0 12 j�tX(t; s; a)j2dsand then integrated in a 2 A and t 2 [0; T ℄. This leads to the �rst part of J(X),de�ned by (2.1). The potential energy of X is not evaluated individually for eahvibrating string by the usual formulaZ S0 12 j�sX(t; s; a)j2ds;



HARMONICITY UP TO REARRANGEMENT AND ISOTHERMAL GAS DYNAMICS 5but rather olletively by rearranging the labels of the strings for eah �xed valueof (t; s), in order to get the lowest possible energy. In other words, we onsider allpossible olletions of �titious vibrating stringss 2 [0; S℄! Y (t; s; a)having the same spae repartition as X , i.e. satisfying (2.2), and ompute in thislass the in�mum of ZA Z S0 12 j�sY (t; s; a)j2dsda:Integrating in t the resulting in�mum leads to the seond part of J(X). As willbe shown, a WUR map is homogeneous, in the sense of de�nition 2.2, as thestrings vibrate with a olletive Gaussian distribution of veloities with uniformtemperature � > 0. A ruder version of this model of vibrating strings has beenonsidered in [Br2℄, where the variable s is disrete with two values, say 0 and 1 andthe potential energy is de�ned with a �nite di�erene instead of an s derivative. Theorresponding model is linked to inompressible Fluid Mehanis (Euler equations)and Plasma Physis (Vlasov-Poisson equations).3. Evaluation of the Dirihlet integral \up to rearrangement"Our �rst result gives a more tratable formula for the Dirihlet integral \upto rearrangement", involving a seond-order linear ellipti equation, at least in thease when the law of X is a smooth funtion � > 0.Theorem 3.1. Let X(t; s; a) be a map U � A ! D with D = Td. Assume itslaw �(t; s; x) = Z Æ(x�X(t; s; a))da(3.1)to be a smooth (stritly) positive funtion on U �D. ThenJ(X) = ZU�A 12(�j�tX(t; s; a)j2 + j�sY (t; s; a)j2)dtdsda(3.2)where Y is de�ned by�sY (t; s; a) = (r�)(t; s; Y (t; s; a)); Y (t; s = 0; a) = X(t; 0; a);(3.3)and for eah �xed t and s, �(t; s; x) is the unique solution, with zero mean, inx 2 Td, of the ellipti equation �r:(�r�) = �s�:(3.4)A proof is provided in setion 8.1.4. The HMUR and WMUR equationsOur seond result provides the equations satis�ed by smooth HUR (or WUR)maps X with smooth law � > 0.Theorem 4.1. Let X(t; s; a) be a smooth map U � A ! D with D = Td.Assume its law �(t; s; x) = Z Æ(x�X(t; s; a))da(4.1)



6 YANN BRENIERto be a smooth (stritly) positive funtion on U � D. Then X is HUR (resp.WUR) if and only if there are two smooth real funtions � and q depending on(t; s; x) 2 U �D suh that�s�+r:(�r�) = 0; �s�+ 12 jr�j2 = q;(4.2) ��ttX(t; s; a) = (�rq)(t; s;X(t; s; a)); �(t; s; x) = Z Æ(x�X(t; s; a))da;(4.3)with � = 1 (resp. � = �1). In addition, (4.3) an be expressed in terms of thephase density f de�ned by (2.3) as :�tf + �:rxf � �rq:r�f = 0; Z f(t; s; x; d�) = �(t; s; x):(4.4)The proof of Theorem 4.1 is provided in setion 8.2. Subsequently, we allHMUR (resp. WMUR) equations the ombination of (4.2) and either (4.3) or(4.4), for � = 1 (resp. � = �1). The study of the initial value problem is entirelyopen. The oupling between equations (4.2) and (4.4) is very peuliar -both t ands play the role of a \time"variable, t for (4.4) and s for (4.2)- and, of ourse, highlynon linear. However, in the speial ase of homogeneous solutions, in the sense ofDe�nition 2.2, these equations an be related to lassial Fluid Mehanis.5. Link between HMUR equations and gas dynamisTheorem 5.1. Let us onsider a smooth solution (f; �; �) to the HMUR (resp.WMUR) equations (4.4), (4.2), where f is the phase density de�ned by (2.3) forsome map X.Assume that � does not depend on t and that, for some s0 2℄0; S[, there is a nondegenerate maximum point x0, i.e. (�2xi xj�(s0; x0)) > 0 in the sense of symmetrimatries.Then X is a homogeneous map in the sense of De�nition 2.2, if and only iff(s; x; �) = �(s; x)G(�);where i) G is a entered Gaussian density (2.5) with uniform temperature � > 0,ii) (�; �) does not depend on t and solve the isothermal irrotational invisid gasdynamis equations (1.13), (1.14) with � = 1 (resp. � = �1).Proof. Notie �rst that the non degeneray ondition is not arti�ial. Indeed�(s; x) = 1, �(s; x) = 0, f(s; x; �) = G(�) is a trivial solution for any hoie of G,even when G is not Gaussian. The proof is straightforward. From (4.4), we getG(�)�:r�(s; x) � �rq(t; s; x)�(s; x):rG(�)and therefore, sine � and G are (stritly) positive,�:r log �(s; x)� �rq(t; s; x):r logG(�) = 0:Sine G is assumed to be radially symmetri, r logG(�) is proportional to �. Itfollows �rst that r log �(s; x) = ��r log q(t; s; x);



HARMONICITY UP TO REARRANGEMENT AND ISOTHERMAL GAS DYNAMICS 7for some onstant , whih annot be equal to zero, beause of the non degenerayondition (�2xi xj�(s0; x0)) > 0 whih implies that the range of r�(s0; x) spans Rd.Thus, we have q(t; s; x) = ��� log �(s; x);(5.1)up to an irrelevant additive onstant, for some onstant � distint from 0. Next,we get (� ��r logG(�)):r log �(s; x) = 0:Sine the range of x! r�(s0; x) spans Rd, we obtain� ��r logG(�) = 0;and dedue that G is the entered Gaussian density (2.5) with uniform temperature� > 0. Finally, using (4.2), we onlude that a neessary and suÆient onditionfor a solution X to the HMUR (resp. WMUR) equations to satisfy (2.4) is that� does not depend on t and solve the isothermal irrotational invisid gas dynamisequations (1.13), (1.14) with � = 1 (resp. � = �1).Remark. Somewhat surprisingly, the physial isothermal gas dynamis equa-tions, with � = 1, are linked to HUR maps, not to WUR maps. The WUR mapsorrespond to isothermal gas dynamis equations with � = �1, in whih ase thesystem is unphysial and spae-time ellipti (with imaginary speeds of propagation).6. Minimizing HUR mapsIn the harmoni ase � = 1, we an provide a suffiient ondition for asmooth map X to be a minimizing HUR map. In addition, we an relate theorresponding minimization problem, whih is ertainly not onvex, to a linearmaximization problem with onvex onstraints that an be seen as its dual problem.Theorem 6.1. Let (X; �; �; q) be a smooth solution to the HMUR equations(4.2), (4.3), as in Theorem 4.1, with � = 1 and U =℄0; T [�℄0; S[. Let us denote byXj�U the restrition of X for (t; x) 2 �U , a 2 A: Assume4T 2 supf dXi=1;j=1 �2xixjq(t; s; x)�i�j j (t; s; x) 2 U �D; j�j � 1g < �2:(6.1)Then, X is a minimizing HUR map on U�A. In addition, the Dirihlet integral ofX \up to rearrangement" J(X), de�ned by (2.1) is equal to the following funtionalJ(Xj�U ) = sup Z�U�A(�(t; s;X(t; s; a); a)nt(t; s)(6.2) +�(t; s;X(t; s; a))ns(t; s))dH1(t; s)dawhere dH1 is the Hausdor� measure along �U , n = (nt; ns)(t; s) the external nor-mal for (t; s) 2 �U , and � and � are smooth funtions depending respetively on(t; s; x; a) and (t; s; x) subjet to the pointwise inequality�t� + 12 jr�j2 + �s�+ 12 jr�j2 � 0:(6.3)A proof will be provided in setion 8.3.



8 YANN BRENIER7. Generation of minimizing HUR maps from isothermal gas dynamisFinally, we an provide a rather expliit onstrution of minimizingHURmaps,whih are homogeneous in the sense of De�nition 2.2, from smooth solutions tothe isothermal gas dynamis equations. Subsequently, � = 1 is dropped in thenotations.Theorem 7.1. Let �(s; x) > 0; �(s; x) be a smooth solution of the isothermalirrotational invisid gas dynamis equations (1.13), (1.14) for s 2 [0; S℄ and x 2D = Td, with normalized total massZD �(s; x)dx = 1:(7.1)For eah s, let y 2 D ! X0(s; y) 2 D a di�eomorphism hosen (aording toMoser's lemma 1.1) with law �(s; x)dxZD Æ(x�X0(s; y))dy = �(s; x):(7.2)De�ne A = D � [0; 1℄d+1 and solve, for eah �xed s and a = (y; w) 2 A, theautonomous seond-order ODE in t 2 [0; T ℄�ttX(t; s; a) = (r�� )(s;X(t; s; a));(7.3)with initial onditionsX(t = 0; s; a) = X0(s; y); �tX(t = 0; s; a) = V0(w);(7.4)where a = (y; w) andV0(w) = (os(2�w1); ::::; os(2�wd))p�2 log(wd+1):(7.5)Assume4T 2 supf dXi=1;j=1 �2xixj (� log �(s; x))�i�j j 0 � s � S; x 2 D; j�j � 1g < �2:(7.6)Then, X is a minimizing harmoni map up to rearrangement on U � A, whereU =℄0; T [�℄0; S[. In addition, X is homogeneous in the sense of de�nition 2.2.This result also establishes an intriguing relationship between, on one side, theisothermal irrotational invisid gas dynamis equations, whih are hyperboli andfor whih the ation priniple does not orrespond to a minimization problem (asexplained in setion 1.3), and, on the other side, the minimization of the Dirihletintegral up to rearrangement for presribed Dirihlet boundary data and the dualproblem (6.2) whih is a linear maximization problem with onvex onstraints.Proof. Let us onsider the phase density f assoiated with X by (2.3). Byonstrution of (X(0; s; a); �tX(0; s; a)), through (7.2), (7.4), (7.5), f satis�esf(t; s; x; �) = �(s; x)G(�); G(�) = (2�)�d=2 exp(�j�j22 )(7.7)



HARMONICITY UP TO REARRANGEMENT AND ISOTHERMAL GAS DYNAMICS 9at time t = 0. (Indeed, �(s; x) is the law of X0(s; y), by onstrution of X0 fromMoser's lemma, and it is well-known that the Gaussian law an be writtenG(�) = Z[0;1℄d+1 Æ(� � V0(w))dw;(7.8)where V0 is given by (7.5).) Beause of (7.3), f satis�es�tf + �:rxf + r�� :r�f = 0:(7.9)where � does not depend on t. Sine �(s; x)G(�) is an obvious solution of thisequation, we onlude that (7.7) is true for all t 2 [0; T ℄. By setting q = � log �,we onlude that (X; �; �) solve the HMUR equation (4.3), (4.2). From Theorem6.1, we dedue that X is a minimizing HUR map and from Theorem 5.1 that X ishomogeneous in the sense of De�nition 2.2. The proof of Theorem 7.1 is thereforeomplete. 8. Proofs8.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us introduej(�) = infY Z 12 j�sY (t; s; a)j2dadtds;(8.1)where Y is subjet to Z Æ(x� Y (t; s; a))da = �(t; s; x);(8.2)and � is supposed to be smooth and (stritly) positive. Let us provej(�) = ZU�D 12�(t; s; x)jr�(t; s; x)j2dtdsdx;(8.3)where � solves (3.4). Notie that the minimization problem involved in de�nition(8.1) requires no boundary onditions. IntrodueE(t; s; x) = Z �sY (t; s; a)Æ(x� Y (t; s; a))da:(8.4)Observe that this vetor-valued measure E is absolutely ontinuous with respetto �. By Jensen's inequality, its (vetor-valued) density, denoted by e(t; s; x), issquare integrable withZ 12 je(t; s; x)j2�(t; s; x)dtdsdx � Z 12 j�sY (t; s; a)j2dadtds:(8.5)In addition, from (8.4), we dedue�s�+r:(�e) = 0(8.6)(Indeed, for all t 2 [0; T ℄ and all smooth funtions g(s; x) ompatly supported in0 < s < S : ZU�D(��s�+ �e:r�)dsdx = ZU�D(��s�+ E:r�)dsdx= Z (�sg + �sY (t; s; a):rg)(s; Y (t; s; a))dsda = Z dds (g(s; Y (t; s; a)))dsda = 0:)Thus, we get a lower bound for j(�) by minimizing the left-hand side of (8.5) in e,subjet to (8.6). Sine � > 0 is �xed, the unique solution is given by e = r�, where



10 YANN BRENIER�(t; s; x) is, for eah �xed t, s, the unique solution, with zero mean, in x 2 Td of(3.4). So we have j(�) � Z 12 jr�j2�dtdsdx:(8.7)Next, let us de�ne Y (t; s; a) 2 D = Td for (t; s) 2 U , a 2 A, by (3.3) and hekthat the law of Y , denoted by ~�(t; s; x) and de�ned by~�(t; s; x) = Z Æ(x � Y (t; s; a))dadoes not di�er from �. First, ~� solves the \ontinuity" equation�s~�+r:(~�r�) = 0:(Indeed, for all test funtion g(s; x), vanishing at s = 0 and s = S, for all �xed t,we haveZ (�sg +r�:rg)~�dsdt = Z (�sg + �sY (t; s; a):rg)(s; Y (t; s; a))dsda= Z dds (g(s; Y (t; s; a)))dads = 0:)At s = 0, we have Y (t; s = 0; a) = X(t; 0; a). Thus ~�(t; s; x) = �(t; s; x) at s = 0,sine � is the law of X . By uniqueness of the smooth solutions to the ontinuityequation, we dedue that ~� = � for all s 2 [0; S℄. So, X and Y are equal up torearrangement with law �. It follows thatj(�) � Z 12 j�sY (t; s; a)j2dadtds(by de�nition (8.1)) = Z 12 jr�(t; s; Y (t; s; a)j2dadtds(beause of (3.3)) = Z 12 jr�(t; s; x)j2�(t; s; x)dtdsdx(sine � is the law of Y ) � j(�)(by (8.7)), whih ompletes the proof.8.2. Proof of Theorem 4.1. . From Theorem 3.1, we already know that anoptimal Y assoiated with X an be de�ned by (3.3), where r� solves the linearellipti equation (3.4), with data depending on �. Next, going bak to the originalde�nition of HUR (or WUR) maps, a neessary and suÆient ondition for X tobe a HUR (or a WUR) map is that (X;Y; q) is a saddle point for the LagrangianZ 12(�j�tX j2 + j�sY j2)dtdsda� Z (q(t; s;X(t; s; a))� q(t; s; Y (t; s; a)))dtdsda;(8.8)where q(t; s; x) is the Lagrange multiplier for onstraint (2.2). We get��ttX(t; s; a) = (�rq)(t; s;X(t; s; a));(8.9)



HARMONICITY UP TO REARRANGEMENT AND ISOTHERMAL GAS DYNAMICS 11�ssY (t; s; a) = (+rq)(t; s; Y (t; s; a)):(8.10)Therefore, r�, denoted by e, must satisfy�se+ (e:r)e = rq:(8.11)(Indeed, we have, for all t 2 [0; T ℄ and all test funtion g(s; x) vanishing abouts = 0 and s = T ,Z rq�gdsdt = Z �ssY (t; s; a)g(s; Y (t; s; a))dsda(using (8.10) and the fat that � is the law of Y )= � Z �sY (t; s; a) dds (g(s; Y (t; s; a)))dsda = � Z (�sg +r�:rg)r��dsdx(beause of (3.3), and using again that � is the law of Y ). Thus, e = r� satis�es�s(�e) +r:(�e
 e) = �rqand, therefore, (8.11), sine � > 0 satis�es (1.13).) Next, by integration of (8.10)in x, we get �s�+ 12 jr�j2 = q;(8.12)up to the addition to q(t; s; x) of an irrelevant funtion of (t; s). So, we have obtainedthe desired equations (4.2), (4.3) for X; �; �; q. Finally, equation (4.4) for the phasedensity f follows from (4.3) by a standard argument. (Indeed, for all �xed s 2 [0; S℄and all test funtion g(t; x; �) vanishing at t = 0 and t = T , we haveZ (�tg + �:rxg � �rq:r�g)fdtdxd�= Z ((�tg)(t;X(t; s; a); �tX(t; s; a)) + �tX(t; s; a):(rg)(t;X(t; s; a); �tX(t; s; a))��(rq)(t;X(t; s; a)):(r�g)(t;X(t; s; a); �tX(t; s; a)))dtda= Z ddt (g(t;X(t; s; a); �tX(t; s; a)))dtda = 0;sine ��ttX(t; s; a) = �(rq)(t; s;X(t; s; a)).) The proof of Theorem 4.1 is nowomplete.8.3. Proof of Theorem 6.1. We use two intermediary results :proposition 8.1. Let X(t; s; a) be a smooth funtion on U �A valued in D =Td. Let J(X) be de�ned by (2.1) as the Dirihlet integral \up to rearrangement"of X. Then J(X) � J(Xj�U ) where J(Xj�U ) is de�ned by (6.2) as in Theorem 6.1.proposition 8.2. Let X(t; s; a) a smooth funtion on U�A valued in D = Td,and satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 6.1, inluding ondition (6.1) on T .Then J(Xj�U ) � 12 ZU�A(j�tX(t; s; a)j2 + j�sY (t; s; a)j2)dtdsda;(8.13)where J(Xj�U ) is de�ned by (6.2) and Y is some rearrangement of X in a 2 A.



12 YANN BRENIERBy ombining Propositions 8.1 and 8.2, we see that, under the assumptionsof Proposition 8.2, X is a minimizing harmoni map up to rearrangement and,therefore, Theorem 6.1 follows. In addition, we getJ(X) = J(Xj�U );(8.14)whih relates X to the linear maximization problem (6.2) in (�; �) with onvexonstraint (6.3).8.4. Proof of Proposition 8.1. Let X(t; s; a) and Y (t; s; a) to be admissiblefor de�nition (2.1), whih means that X and Y have the same law�(t; s; x) = Z Æ(x�X(t; s; a))da = Z Æ(x� Y (t; s; a))da(8.15)and Z (j�tX(t; s; a))j2 + j�sY (t; s; a))j)dtdsda < +1:(8.16)Let us introdue (t; s; x; a) = Æ(x�X(t; s; a));(8.17) Q(t; s; x; a) = �tX(t; s; a)Æ(x�X(t; s; a))(8.18) E(t; s; x) = Z �sY (t; s; a)Æ(x� Y (t; s; a))da:(8.19)As in the proof of Theorem3.1, in setion 8.1, E is absolutely ontinuous withrespet to � and its density, e(t; s; x) satis�esZ 12 je(t; s; x)j2d�(t; s; x) � Z 12 j�sY (t; s; a)j2dadtds:(8.20)The left-hand side an be written as a onvex funtion of (�; e), beause of thefollowing (elementary) lemma (see [Br1℄) :Lemma 8.1. Let (�;m) a pair of measures on some ompat spae M , respe-tively valued in R and Rd. De�neK(�;m) = supfZ �(y)d�(y) + �(y):dm(y); �(y) + 12 j�(y)j2 � 0; 8y 2Mg;(8.21)where the supremum is performed over all ontinuous funtions on M �, �, respe-tively valued in R and Rd. Then K = +1 unless � is nonnegative, m is absolutelyontinuous with respet to � with a vetor-valued density v whih is square integrablewith respet to �. In addition, as K < +1,K(�;m) = 12 Z jv(y)j2d�(y):(8.22)Thus we an write (8.20) as :K(�;E) � Z 12 j�sY (t; s; a)j2dtdsda:(8.23)More simply, Q is also absolutely ontinuous with respet to  andK(;Q) � Z 12 j�tX(t; s; a)j2dtdsda:(8.24)



HARMONICITY UP TO REARRANGEMENT AND ISOTHERMAL GAS DYNAMICS 13(As a matter of fat, we have an equality, but we need not it.) Let us now observethat the pairs (;Q) and (�;E) satisfy the following integral identities for all smoothfuntions �(t; s; x; a) and �(t; s; x) :ZU�D�A(�t�d+r�:dQ) =(8.25) Z�U�A �(t; s;X(t; s; a); a)nt(t; s)dH1(t; s)da;ZU�D(�s�d�+r�:dE) = Z�U�A �(t; s;X(t; s; a))ns(t; s)dH1(t; s)da(8.26)(where we use that � does not depend on a and Y has the same law as X). Alsonotie that (8.15) an be expressed byZU�D q(t; s; x)d�(t; s; x) = Z�U�A q(t; s; x)d(t; s; x; a)(8.27)for all test funtion q. Combining all these properties, we �nally dedue thatJ(X) � J(X j�U );where we de�ne J(X j�U ) = infK(;Q) +K(�;E);with (;Q) and (�;E) subjet to onstraints (8.25), (8.26) and (8.27). Notie thatthese onstraints only involve the values of X(t; s; a) for (t; x) 2 �U whih justi�esour notation for J . Equivalently, we an writeJ(X j�U ) = inf;Q;�;E sup�;�;q;�;�;~�;~� Z [~�(t; s; x)� �s�(t; s; x) + q(t; s; x))d�(t; s; x)(8.28) +(~�(t; s; x)�r�(t; s; x)):dE(t; s; x)℄ + Z [(�(t; s; x; a) � �t�(t; s; x; a)�q(t; s; x))d(t; s; x; a) + (�(t; s; x; a) �r�(t; s; x; a)):dQ(t; s; x; a)℄Z�U�A[�(t; s;X(t; s; a); a)nt(t; s) + �(t; s;X(t; s; a))ns(t; s)℄dH1(t; s)da;where �, �, ~�, ~� are subjet to�(t; s; x; a) + 12 j�(t; s; x; a)j2 � 0; ~�(t; s; x) + 12 j~�(t; s; x)j2 � 0:(8.29)This is the saddle-point formulation of a onvex minimization problem with onvexonstraints.Proving Proposition 8.1 is now very easy. Let us set� = �t� + q; � = r�; ~� = �s�� q; ~� = r�and de�ne q by (8.12) where (�; �) are assumed to satisfy (6.3). This provides abound from below for J(X j�U ). This bound is exatly J(X j�U ), as de�ned by (6.2).Thus the proof of Proposition 8.1 is omplete.



14 YANN BRENIERRemark. By using Rokafellar's duality theorem (as stated in [Brz℄, hapter1, for instane), we ould show that J(X j�U ) = J(X j�U ), whih means that thereis no \duality gap".8.5. Proof of Proposition 8.2. Let (�; �;X) to satisfy the assumptions ofTheorem 6.1. Let us �rst introdue Y (t; s; a) 2 D = Td de�ned or (t; s) 2 U ,a 2 A, by �sY (t; s; a) = (r�)(t; s; Y (t; s; a)); Y (t; s = 0; a) = X(t; 0; a):(8.30)As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the law of Y is �. Next, introdue�(t; s; x; a) = inffz(t)=xg Z t0 (12 jz0(�)j2 � q(�; s; z(�)))d� + z(0):�tX(0; s; a);(8.31)where the in�mum is performed over all smooth paths � 2 [0; t℄ ! z(�) 2 D suhthat z(t) = x. Let us state two lemmataLemma 8.2. The following identity is true (under the assumptions of Theorem6.1) Z�U�A �(t; s;X(t; s; a))ns(t; s))dH1(t; s)da(8.32) = Z 12 j�sY j2dtdsda+ Z q�dxdtds;where q is de�ned by (8.12).Lemma 8.3. Under ondition (6.1), for all t 2 [0; T ℄, the in�mum in de�nition(8.31) is ahieved by a unique path z(�), 0 � � � t, unique solution of the two pointmixed boundary value problem (half Dirihlet, half Neumann)z00(�) = (�rq)(�; s; z(�)); z(t) = x; z0(0) = �tX(0; s; a):(8.33)Let us postpone the proof of Lemma 8.2, Lemma 8.3, and ontinue the proof ofProposition 8.2. It follows from lassial theory of Hamilton-Jaobi equations (see[Ba℄ for instane) that, under ondition (6.1), �(t; s; x; a) is a smooth solution, for0 � t � T , to the HJ equation�t� + 12 jr�j2 + q = 0:(8.34)Thus, by de�nition (8.12) of q, � and � satisfy onstraint (8.29). In addition, using(8.33) in the speial ase x = X(t; s; a), we see that z(�) = X(�; s; a) beause of(8.9) and, therefore,�(t; s;X(t; s; a); a) = Z t0 (12 j�tX(�; s; a)j2 � q(�; s;X(�; s; a)))d� +(8.35) +X(0; s; a):�tX(0; s; a):Di�erentiationg (8.35) with respet to t gives�t(�(t; s;X(t; s; a); a)) = 12 j�tX(t; s; a)j2 � q(t; s;X(t; s; a)):Integrating this expression with respet to (t; s; a) over U �A leads toZ�U�A �(t; s;X(t; s; a); a)nt(t; s)dH1(t; s)da = Z (12 j�tX j2 � q(t; s;X))dtdsda:



HARMONICITY UP TO REARRANGEMENT AND ISOTHERMAL GAS DYNAMICS 15= Z 12 j�tX j2dtdsda� Z q�dxdtds(sine � is the law of X). By adding this equality to identity (8.32), we have �nallyobtainedZ�U�A(�(t; s;X(t; s; a); a)nt(t; s) + �(t; s;X(t; s; a))ns(t; s))dH1(t; s)da= 12 Z (j�tX j2 + j�sY j2)dtdsda:From de�nition (6.2), we dedue (8.13) and the proof of Proposition 8.2 is om-pleted.8.6. Proof of Lemma 8.2. We haveZ�U�A �(t; s;X(t; s; a))ns(t; s)dH1(t; s)da =Z�U�A �(t; s; Y (t; s; a))ns(t; s)dH1(t; s)da(beause X and Y are equal up to rearrangement)= ZU�A �s(�(t; s; Y (t; s; a)))dtdsda(by integration in s)= ZU�A(�s�(t; s; Y (t; s; a)) + �sY (t; s; a):r�(t; s; Y (t; s; a)))dtdsda= ZU�A(�s�(t; s; Y (t; s; a)) + jr�(t; s; Y (t; s; a))j2)dtdsda(beause of 8.30) = Z (�s�+ jr�j2)�dxdtds(sine � is the law of Y ) = Z (12 jr�j2 + q)�dxdtds(by de�nition (8.12). We also haveZ 12 jr�j2�dxdtds = Z jr�(t; s; Y (t; s; a)j2dtdsda = Z j�sY (t; s; a)j2dtdsda(using (8.30)). Thus, identity (8.32) follows and the proof of Lemma 8.2 is nowomplete.



16 YANN BRENIER8.7. Proof of Lemma 8.3. Let us �x (t; s) 2 [0; T ℄ � [0; S℄, x 2 D = Td,a 2 A, and de�neh(z) = Z t0 (12 jz0(�)j2 � q(�; s; z(�)))d� + z(0):�tX(0; s; a);(8.36)for all path � 2 [0; t℄ ! z(�) 2 D suh that z(t) = x. The seond derivative of hwith respet to z is given byD2h(z)(~z; ~z) = Z t0 (j~z0(�)j2 � dXi;j=1(�2xi xjq)(�; s; z(�))~zi(�)~zj(�))d�This quadrati form is positive de�nite, under ondition (6.1), beause of the fol-lowing (modi�ed) Poinar�e inequality�2 Z t0 j~z(�)j2d� � 4t2 Z t0 j~z0(�)j2d�;(8.37)whih holds true for all t > 0 and for all smooth funtion ~z suh that ~z0(0) = 0 and~z(t) = 0. (This Poinar�e inequality an be established by using Fourier series, theinequality being saturated by ~z(�) = sin( �2t�).) It follows that ondition (6.1) onT is suÆient to enfore that, as long as t � T , the in�mum in de�nition (8.31) isahieved by a unique path z(�), 0 � � � t, unique solution of the two point mixedboundary value problem (half Dirihlet, half Neumann) (8.33). Thus, the proof ofLemma 8.3 is omplete.8.8. Appendix : a proof of Moser's lemma. In the ase of the torus,the proof is very easy. First solve the Laplae equation (with periodi boundaryonditions) ��� = �� 1on the torus (by using Fourier series, for instane). Next de�nev(�; x) = r�(x)~�(�; x) ; ~�(�; x) = (1� �) + ��(x);for � 2 [0; 1℄ and x 2 D, so that �� ~�+r:(~�v) = 0:Then, for eah a 2 D solve the initial value problem��Z(�; a) = v(�; Z(�; a)); Z(0; a) = a; 8a 2 A = D:Chek that, for eah � 2 [0; 1℄, Z(t; :) is a smooth di�eomorphism of D with law~�(�; x)dx. Conlude by setting X(a) = Z(1; a).Aknowledgements. The author thanks TICAM, Austin, and the ErwinShr�odinger Institut, Vienna, for their hospitality during the preparation of thiswork. He also thanks Mihel Rasle for stimulating disussions about ation prin-iples in Fluid Mehanis.
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